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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we give a high-gain observer for a large class of nonlinear systems. This 
observer is designed to work for systems with bounded state. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The need to design observers for nonlinear dynamical systems is, from a control point of view, 
well understood by now. For linear systems, a standard solution to the observer problem is given 
by the classical inear Kalman filter. For nonlinear systems, the list of references herein covers 
part of the work done in that area. For the class of uniformly observable systems, a high-gain 
observer is proposed in [1] in the single output case. An extension of this result to a larger class 
of MIMO nonlinear systems is given in [2]. In [3], the authors have given a high-gain observer 
for a class of nonlinear systems under some regularity assumptions. This work generalizes in 
particular the result of [1]. The proposed observer is designed to work for systems with bounded 
state. In addition, the gain of the observer is issued from a differential equation. In this paper, 
we consider the same class of systems tudied in [3]. We propose, in the next section, a simple 
observer for these systems under similar hypotheses as in [3]. The gain of the proposed observer 
is issued from an algebraic Lyapunov equation and is explicitly given. 
2. MAIN  RESULT  
Consider multi-output systems of the following form: 
Zl = Fl(S,Z)Zl +al(U,S,Z) ,  
~2 = F2(s,z)z2 + G2(u,s,z),  
. °  . 
= Fp(s, z)z  + Gp(u, s, z), (1) 
Yl - - - -  C1zl, 
Y2 = C2z2, 
o . .  
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where 
with 
Z = • R n, zk = " • R nk , 
\ Zknk /
P 
E ni = n, 
i=1 
and s(t) is a known signal. 
U • R m, (Y!) y = • R p 
0 fkl(S,Z) 0 ) 
Fk(s,z) = 
fk,(~- l )(s ,  z) 
0 ... 0 
is of dimension nk x nk where the functions fki are such that  for every l -- 1 , . . .  ,p, 
Ofk i (s ,z )=O,  i f j> i ,  l< j<n l ,  i= l , . . . ,nk -1 .  (2) 
Oz~ - - 
The matr ix  Ck = [1,0 . . . .  ,0] is of dimension 1 x nk. 
The functions Gk = (gk l , . . .  ,gknk) 7- are such that  for every l = 1 , . . .  ,p, 
Ogki (U, S,Z) = 0, if j > i, 1 < j < nl, i = 1 . . . .  ,nk. (3) 
Oztj - - 
System (1) can be written in the following condensed form: 
= F(s, z)z + G(u, s, z), 
y = Cz, (4) 
where F(s, z) = diag[Fl(S, z) . . . .  , Fp(s, z)], C = diag[C1 . . . .  , Cp] are block diagonal, and 
[ av(u, s, z) 
We make the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION A1. There exist a set of controlsLt e L°°(R+, R m) and two compact sets K1 C K2 
such that  every trajectory z(t) associated to any u • Lt and issued from K1 lies into 1(2 (this 
means, in particular, that we only deed with bounded inputs and bounded trajectories). 
ASSUMPTION A2. For every k • {1 , . . . ,p} ,  i • {1 , . . . ,  nk -- 1}, there exist positive constants 
cxk, ~k such that forVu • R m, V z • R n, V t > O, 
0 < ok < Ifk~(8(t),z)l  < f~k. 
ASSUMPTION A3. The signal s(t) and its time derivative ~(t) are bounded. 
ASSUMPTION A4. There exist a positive constant 7 > 0 such that Vu E R m, Vz E R n, Vt >_ O, 
I[ Ofki(s(t)'z) <% fo r i= l , . . . ,nk - -1 ,  k=l ,  . . ,p.  
0;5 -- II 
ASSUMPTION A5. The functions Gki, { = 1,..., nk, } = 1,..., p are global Lipschitz with respect 
to z uniformly in u and s. 
F 
A/c(s(t), ~) = diag [1, 
and 
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Some Remarks  and Notat ions  
Before giving our main theorem, we shall make some remarks and introduce the notations used 
hereafter. 
(1) For every ~ E R n, t > 0, and 0 > 0, let Ak(s(t),~) and A/co, k = 1,.. .  ,p be the diagonal 
matrices defined, respectively, by 
n,~--i ] 
f/cl(s(t),~), f/cl(s(t),~)f/c2(s(t),~),..., I I  f/ci(s(t),~) 
i=l 
[ 1] 
A/C0 =diag 1 ,~, . . . ,  One_ 1 . 
By Assumption A2, A/c(s(t), ~) is invertible. Furthermore, since A/c0, A/c(s(t), ~) and their 
inverses axe all diagonal matrices, they commute with each other. 
(2) Let S/co be the solution of the algebraic Lyapunov equation 
OS/co + A'[ Sko + S/CoA/C - cT  c/c = O, 
where A/c is the n/c x n/c matrix 
Ak = 
It can be shown that the explicit solution of (5) is given by 
(~) 
and Ske is symmetric positive definite for every O > 0 (see [1]). 
A simple algebraic computation also shows that Sko = (1/O)AkeSklAkO, where Sk]lo=]. In 
particular, Sk~C T (0C7.1 02(7, 2 t~nk(~nk'l T 
We now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that system (1) satisfies Assumptions A1-A5. Then, there exists 00 > 0 
such that V O > 0o, the following system: 
then, 
z = F (s, ~)~ + a(u, s, ~) - h -1 (s, ~) sg lc  T (C~ - y), (7)  
where A(s, ;~) = diag[A1 (s, ;~),..., Ap(s, ~)] and So = diag[S1o,..., Spo] is an exponential observer 
for system (1). Moreover, the dynamics of this observer can be made arbitrarily fast. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Set e,!t/) 
e( t )  = : 
k ep(t) 
= ~(t )  - z ( t ) ,  
= F (s, ~) ~ - F (s, z) z - A -1 (s, 2.) Sg lCTCe + G (u, s, ~.) - G (u, s, z) 
= (F (s, ;~) - h - t  (s, P.) S~IcTc)  e + (F (s, ?.) - F (s, z)) z + G (u, s, P.) - G (u, s, z) .  
(_l~i+jF?j-1 
J ~ i+ j -2  nk! 
Sko(i , j )  = O,+j_ 1 , for 1 < i, j < nk, where CPn~ = (nk - p)!p!' (6) 
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In particular for the k th subsystem, we have 
~k = (Fk (s, ~) - A k '  (s, ~.) Sk~cT ck) ek + (Fk (s, ~.) -- Fk (s, z)) zk + Gk (u, s, P.) - Gk (u, s, z). 
Notice that by multiplying both sides of equation (5) by Ak(s, 2), we obtain 
OAk (s, ~) SkoAk (s, ~) +F  T (s, ~) Ak (s, ~) SkeAk (s, ~) +hk (s, ~) SkoAk (s, £') Fk (s,P.) - -cT ck = O, 
since Fk(s, ~) = Akl(s, ~).)AkAk(s, ~.) and CkAk(s, ~.) = Ck. 
Now set ek = Ak(s, P.)Akoek, then 
$k = Ak (s, P.) Akoek + Ak (s, ~.) Akoek 
= 0 (Ak - sk lcTck)  ek + AkoAk (s, ~) (fk (s, ~) - fk  (s, z)) zk 
+ Akohk (s, ~) (Gk (u, s, ~) -- Gk (u, s, z)) + ]kk (s, ~) hk I (s, P.) ek. 
The last equality comes from the above remarks and from the following equalities: 
• Akohk(s)P.)Fk(s, ~)hkl(s, ~)A~-01 = AkoAkAk l  = 8Ak, 
• CkAk(s,P.) = CkAkl(s,£ ") = CkAko = CkA-k 1 = Ck, and 
-1 T -1 -1 T • S;~ o C~ = OAko Ski C k . 
Consider the function V(~) = ~"~.~=1 Vk(~k), where Vk(gk) = ~T skl~k, then, 
Ilk = 2eTSk1$k 
= -tgVk - 0 [tCkekl[ 2 + 2e/SklAk0Ak (s, ~) (Fk (s, ~) - Fk (s, z)) zk 
+ 2eTsklAk0Ak (s, ~) (Ok (u, s, ~) -- Ok (u, s, z)) + 2eTSklAk (s, ~) A~ -1 (s, ~) ek 
by equation (5). Therefore, 
~rk < --OVk + 2 II&lekll Ilhk(s, z)ll IlAko (Fk(s, P.) - Fk(s, z)) zkll 
+ 2 IISklekll IIAk(s, ~)11 IIAko (Gk(u, s, ~) -- Gk(u, s, z))ll 
+21lSklekll ]~k(S,~)A'~l(s,~) II~kl[ 
<_ --SWk + 20k IISkl~kll II~k0 (Fk(s, ~) -- Fk(s, z)) zkll 
+ 20k IlSkl~kll IIAko (Gk(u, s, ~.) - Gk(u, s, z))ll + 2'7~ IlSklekll Ilekll, 
where 0h ---- suptz0, een-{llAk(s(t),~)ll} and ~£ = suPtZo, ~en~{llAk(s(t), ~)A~l(s(t),~)ll}. Now, 
assume that 0 > 1, then, because of the triangular structure and the Lipschitz assumption on Gk, 
we have 
nk  
gk~ (u, s, z)) I I / \ko(Gk(u,s,~.)--Gk(u,s,z)) l l  <_ ~ (gk , (u ,s ,~) -  
i=1  
n~ p l P 
<ckEE~ ej~ <nkckE I IA joe3  I1' 
i=1 j= l  j= l  
where ek is the largest Lipschitz constant of Gk and ej_.!~ : (ej l , . . . ,  eji, 0, . . . ,  0). Consequently, 
P 
IIAko (Gk (u, s, P.) - Gk (u, s, z)) II <-- nkCk E IIh-J 1 (s, P')II IIA~ (s, ~.) Ajoej]l 
j= l  
P 
<_ nk~Ck E lie3 II <- nkp6Ck I1~11 ,
j= l  
where 6 -- supj supt>o ' ~eR~ {Aj -1 (s(t), ;~)}. 
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By Assumption A4, a similar argument holds for the term HAke (Fk (s, ~) -Fk (s, z))zk I1" Indeed, 
we have 
IIAko (Fk (s, ~) - Fk (s, z)) zkll <_ MknkP6~/ IHI , 
where Mk is the upper  bound of zk and/ f  has the same meaning as above. Therefore, 
V/k <_ -OVk + pk llSkl~kll H~[[ + 2~]~ [[Skl~kll Ilekll, 
where Pk = 2Mknkp6~P?k + 2nkp6Ckrlk. Thus, 
where )~s(') (respectively, A~(.)) stands for the largest (respectively, smallest) eigenvalue and 
$1 = d iag[S11, . . . ,  Spl]. Hence, 
~z < -OV + paV + 2~l'aV = - (0 - pa - 2r/ 'a) ,  
where p = max{pk ,  1 < k < p}, r/' = max(r/k , 1 <: k _< p}, and a is the condit ioning number 
of $1. Now choose O > pa + 2rl'a. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
REMARKS. 
(1) From a theoret ical  point of view, the assumption of bounded state is in fact restrict ive. 
However, it is general ly satisfied by physical processes. 
(2) When the fk i 's  are identical ly equal to one and when p = 1 (that is in the single output  
case), system (1) amounts to the canonical observable form given in [1]. Notice that ,  in this 
case, uniformly observable systems are completely character ized by this given canonical  
form. In our paper,  we have used a canonical form for a class of uniform observable 
systems, which contains that  proposed in [1], to synthesize an exponential  observer for 
mul t i -output  systems. 
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